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ARTISTIC PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATOR 
 
Position Overview: 
You will occupy a new role in the organization — which celebrates its 20th anniversary next  
year — helping Silkroad’s artistic and production teams to deliver programs with and to a  
large and diverse group of musicians, communities, teachers, partners and audiences. 
  
Your responsibilities will include details large and small across Silkroad’s busy artistic 
programs operations, ensuring that dots are connected, relationships are maintained, and 
logistics are flawlessly executed at every level. You will collaborate with the Grammy-
winning Silkroad collective of extraordinary independent artists, a freelance touring 
production team, and a small full-time team in a fun, fast-paced environment. The position 
is based in Boston, MA.  
  
Key Responsibilities: 

• Under the supervision of and in close collaboration with the Producer & Artistic 
Programs Director, provide logistical support across Silkroad’s artistic programs 
(which in many settings intersect with learning programs), including the 
coordination of schedules, travel details, availability inquiries, musical logistics, 
contracts, budget maintenance, and other project details as necessary. 

• Serve as a central logistical hub for a project’s artists, production crew, presenters, 
marketing staffs, and direct inquiries and ideas as appropriate. 

• Contribute to strategic and long-term artistic planning by supporting the co-artistic 
directors, producer & artistic programs director, and executive director through 
research, creative input, historical record maintenance, and project reports. 

• Track myriad project details and outstanding items, repertoire, artist contracting, 
concert programs, archival materials, debriefs/post-mortem ideas, etc.; develop and 
improve on tracking systems and databases. 

• Serve as an information resource, open ear, and fixer to the artists and crew, and to 
the public as a representative of the organization and its constituencies. 

  
Required Qualifications: 

• 2-3 years related experience in the arts, event planning, project management 
• Interpersonal diplomacy, patience, empathy, nuance  
• Energy, moxie, boundless flexibility and responsiveness 
• Exceptional, sensitive communication skills 
• Critical attention to detail 
• Both highly self-motivated and collaborative 
• Musical experience, the ability to read music and to anticipate artistic needs 
• Ability and interest to travel domestically and internationally 
• Ability and willingness to sometimes work unsociable hours 

  
Additional Qualifications 

• Experience working in the arts, production/project management a plus 
• Comfort in a non-English language 
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How To Apply:  Please submit cover letter, résumé, and list of 3 references to 
jobs@silkroad.org. 
 
Apply by: April 30, 2019 
  
Organizational Overview 
Yo-Yo Ma conceived Silkroad in 1998 as a reminder that even as rapid globalization 
resulted in division, it brought extraordinary possibilities for working together. Seeking to 
understand this dynamic, he began to learn about the historical Silk Road, recognizing in it 
a model for productive cultural collaboration, for the exchange of ideas and tradition 
alongside commerce and innovation. And in a radical experiment, he brought together 
musicians from the lands of the Silk Road to co-create a new artistic idiom, a musical 
language founded in difference, a metaphor for the benefits of a more connected world.  
  
Today, Silkroad seeks and practices radical cultural collaboration in many forms, creating 
and presenting new music, teacher and musician training workshops, and residency 
programs in schools, museums, and communities. Recently, Silkroad completed a Theory 
of Change strategy with key organizational initiatives launching in 2019. With an annual 
budget of ~4 Million and offices in Cambridge, MA, Silkroad has a full-time staff of six, 
three co-artistic directors, a large roster of artists, all supported by consultants and 
freelancers.  


